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TOPSHOT Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin stands and listens translator's words in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin stands and listens translator's words in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin (2ndR) stands and listens translator's words in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin (C) stands and listens translator's words in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin (R) stands and listens translator's words in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Germany's Finance Minister Christian Lindner gives a press conference at the end of a meeting of finance ministers and central bankers from the Group of Seven industrialised nations (G7) on May 20, 2022 in Koenigswinter near Bonn, western Germany. - G7 ministers met to discuss a financial support package for Ukraine with the Russian invasion putting Kyiv's finances under severe pressure. (Photo by Ina Fassbender / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Germany's Finance Minister Christian Lindner gives a press conference at the end of a meeting of finance ministers and central bankers from the Group of Seven industrialised nations (G7) on May 20, 2022 in Koenigswinter near Bonn, western Germany. - G7 ministers met to discuss a financial support package for Ukraine with the Russian invasion putting Kyiv's finances under severe pressure. (Photo by Ina Fassbender / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box during his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian at the Court of Appeal in Kyiv, on May 20, 2022. - The lawyer for the first Russian soldier on trial in Ukraine said in closing arguments Friday that his client was "not guilty" of premeditated murder and war crimes. The Russian serviceman, 21-year-old Vadim Shishimarin has admitted in court in the capital Kyiv to killing a 62-year-old civilian in the early stages of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP)
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Russian Sgt. Vadim Shishimarin stands in court during a hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, May 19, 2022. The 21 year old Russian soldier facing the first war crimes trial since the start of the war in Ukraine testified Thursday that he shot a civilian on orders from two officers and pleaded for his victim's widow to forgive him. (AP Photo/Roman Hrytsyna)
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Russian Sgt. Vadim Shishimarin stands in court during a hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, May 19, 2022. The 21 year old Russian soldier facing the first war crimes trial since the start of the war in Ukraine testified Thursday that he shot a civilian on orders from two officers and pleaded for his victim's widow to forgive him. (AP Photo/Roman Hrytsyna)
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Russian Sgt. Vadim Shishimarin stands in court during a hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, May 19, 2022. The 21 year old Russian soldier facing the first war crimes trial since the start of the war in Ukraine testified Thursday that he shot a civilian on orders from two officers and pleaded for his victim's widow to forgive him. (AP Photo/Roman Hrytsyna)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (L) is seen in silhouette as he is reflected in the window of the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin is seen in silhouette as he is reflected in the window of the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (R) stands in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (L) is seen in silhouette as he stands in the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (L) is reflected in the window of the defendant's box on the second day of his trial on charges of war crimes for having killed a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Captive Russian soldier Ivan Matysov (R) testifies on charges against Russian soldier, Vadim Shishimarin of war crimes for killing a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Captive Russian soldier Ivan Matysov (R) testifies on charges against Russian soldier, Vadim Shishimarin of war crimes for killing a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Kateryna Shelipova gestures as she testifies about the death of her husband Oleksandr  against captive Russian soldier, Vadim Shishimarin (unseen) during the second day of his trial on war crimes for killing a civilian, at a courthouse in Kyiv on May 19, 2022. - The first Russian soldier on trial for war crimes in Ukraine asked for "forgiveness" in a Kyiv court on May 19 and described how he shot dead a civilian in the opening days of Russia's invasion. Ukrainian prosecutors requested a life sentence. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, is seen behind a glass during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Sitting behind a glass, Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, talks with his translator, left, during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, is seen behind a glass during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, is seen behind a glass during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Sitting behind a glass, Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, talks with his translator, centre right, during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Russian army Sergeant Vadim Shishimarin, 21, is seen behind a glass during a court hearing in Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, May 18, 2022. The Russian soldier has gone on trial in Ukraine for the killing of an unarmed civilian. The case that opened in Kyiv marked the first time a member of the Russian military has been prosecuted for a war crime since Russia invaded Ukraine 11 weeks ago. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin stands in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin stands in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin stands in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin sits in the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin arrives for the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (C) looks on from the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, as his widow Kateryna Shelipova (L) reacts, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (bottom C) looks on from the defendant's box at the opening of his trial on charge of War crimes for having killed a civilian, as his widow Kateryna Shelipova (top) reacts, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Kateryna Shelipova reacts during the trial of Russian soldier Vadim Shishimarin (unseen)  on charge of War crimes for having killed her husband, in the Solomyansky district court in Kyiv on May 18, 2022. - The captured soldier is accused of killing a 62-year-old civilian -- allegedly on a bicycle -- near the village of Chupakhivka in the northeastern Ukraine Sumy region on February 28, in the first days of the Russian's offensive. Shishimarin pleaded guilty and is facing possible life imprisonment in Kyiv. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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